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Suggestions for improvement (if any)

46 responses

Nothing

Teachers' should understand their student that is one of the way they should follow our Bible.. Not iust keeping a good Bible quote in their whatapps status

hope we can get more clean water and a proper toilet for both boys and girls

Spoken Hindi/English classes should be held more often

Need a spacious classroom

Prepare well for teaching students

English reading and translate

lhave no suggestion.- lt's ok.

Student need more career guidance and information according to their subject and seek a light for their way. Thanks.
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cameras.

Projector bad

Teaching leh note min Pdk a tha vek e

Please lower Your fees

focus more.

I don't have

Try to keep uP

Good

Non

Career orientation of the subjects

conduct offline class

it is good enough

It's very good

None fine good

Fine

lnternet facility needs improvement

None

tho it's just a minimum 2 minutes interaction'
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Sorry i have no suggestions

I have no further suggestionm

Lets try harder

It would be good if we could get the detailed Information when there is an announcement or information since some information are sometimes less detailed.

Everything ls normal but internet and other personal problem from the students must be taken in concern

No improvement needed, Just Taking class offline is what we need

It's really good

More washrooms and free internet or wifi would be a great improvement

Patients

I think the quality of teaching is good but can teachers try to know that students understand their teaching/explanation.

Plenty of water for the hostellers

More extracurricular activities.

No way

Its good in teaching and others, but i think we still need more books in library we still in need it

We need more organised activities.. We know our houses a day before the weelq imagine how we prepare
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